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1	MANUFACTURER, General Information
MANUFACTURER
MANUFACTURER, Person responsible for regulatory compliance PRRC
MANUFACTURER, Primary Contact person
MANUFACTURER, Secondary Contact person
MANUFACTURER’S ROLES
Art. 2,30
Art. 16,2b
Art. 22,3
Art. 2, 34
Art.16, 2a
Please identify the applicable roles of the manufacturer
MANUFACTURER, Site details
Site activity
Employees FTE
Site activity
Employees FTE
2	PARENT ORGANISATION, General Information
PARENT ORGANIZATION INFORMATION
Is your organization owned  by a parent organization?
Is the parent organization involved in the QMS under the MDR?
3	AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE
AUTHORIZED-REPRESENTATIVE INFORMATION
Is the organization resident in an EU member state?
4	ADDITIONAL SITES of the Manufacturer
Site, Information
Does your organization have additional sites covered by the quality system?
Site, Primary Contact person
Site activity
Employees FTE
Site activity
Employees FTE
5	SUPPLIER / SUBCONTRACTOR
SUPPLIER INFORMATION, SUPPLIER 
Does your organization use supplier that perform design and manufacturing activities?
6	CONFORMITY ASSESSMENT PROCEDURE
We intend to apply for the following basic conformity assessment procedure and if applicable for the additional procedure:
CONFORMITY ASSESSMENT PROCEDURE
Main Conformity Assessment Procedure
Additional Conformity Assessment Procedure
7	PRODUCT RANGE, General information
Please identify the range of products that shall be covered under the conformity assessment procedure by filling in the following information:
PRODUCT RANGE, INTENDED USE AND MEDICAL CLAIMS
8	VOLUNTARY CERTIFICATION, Information
Does your organization intend to also apply for additional voluntary certification of the quality system ? (if so, please identify the applicable certification scheme)
Additional voluntary certification requested
Proposed additional certification scope
9	MANUFACTURING PROCESS
controlled environments
(NA)
of human, animal, or microbial origin
processing (e.g. glass, ceramics)
including communication devices
processing (e.g. textiles, rubber, leather, paper)
production of pharmaceuticals
SPECIFIC PRODUCT CODES
(NA)
of human, animal, or microbial origin
(NA)
materials or being wholly or mainly absorbed or
locally dispersed in the human body or are intended
to undergo a chemical change in the body
(NA)
animal origin, or their derivatives
controlled by software, including devices intended
for controlling, monitoring or directly influencing the
performance of active or active implantable devices
2006/42/EC
Please identify at least one most relevant technology and specific product codes applicable for the manufacturing processes of your devices. This information is relevant to identify the applicable qualifications of our  audit teams. 
(For further details see MDCG 2019-4)
Remark: (NA) next to the codes identifies the codes that are not covered by TÜV NORD notification. 
MDS 1012 can only be applied for if the common specification for the category of devices has been published.
Please identify at least one most relevant technology and specific product codes applicable for the manufacturing processes of your devices. This information is relevant to identify the applicable qualifications of our  audit teams. 
(For further details see MDCG 2019-4)
Remark: (NA) next to the codes identifies the codes that are not covered by TÜV NORD notification. 
in Annex XVI to Regulation (EU) 2017/745
10	PRODUCT, OVERVIEW
Our product scope includes the following Classes of medical devices accordign to the Annex VIII of the MDR
11	CLASS I PRODUCTS, Sterile
Please identify the different sterilization methods applied to your class I products, and add a row per different sterilization method.
CLASS Is products
Sterilisaton method?
MDA / MDN Code
Number of products
12	CLASS I PRODUCTS, Measuring function
Please identify the different measuring functions provided with your class I products, and add a row per different measuring function.
CLASS Im products
Measuring function?
MDA / MDN Code
Number of products
13	CLASS I PRODUCTS, Reusable surgical instruments
Please identify the different reprocessing methods applied to your class I products, and add a row per different reprocessing method.
CLASS Ir products
Reprocessing method
MDA / MDN Code
Number of products
14	CLASS IIa PRODUCTS
Please identify the MDA/MDN Codes (only the code not the description) applicable to your class IIa products, and add a row per different MDA/MDN Code. For further information concerning the coding please refer to MDCG 2019-14 (Download under:
https://ec.europa.eu/docsroom/documents/38670/attachments/1/translations/en/renditions/native)
CLASS IIa products
Products
MDA / MDN Code
Number of products
15A	CLASS IIb non implantable PRODUCTS
Please identify the MDA/MDN and EMDN Codes (only the code not the description) applicable to your class IIb non implantable products, and add a row per different EMDN Code. For further information concerning the EMDN coding please refer to the Full Download list provided by the EU-Commission under:
https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/dyna2/emdn/build/2021-09-29_%20EMDN_EUDAMED%20+%20DYNA_v1.1.xlsx.
Please only use EMDN Codes where the table in column F states: “BOTTOM LEVEL YES”
CLASS IIb, not implantable products
EMDN Code
MDA / MDN Code
Number of products
15B	CLASS IIb PRODUCTS, implantable exempted
Please identify the MDA/MDN and EMDN Codes (only the code not the description) applicable to your class IIb inmplantable, exempted products, and add a row per different EMDN Code. For further information concerning the EMDN coding please refer to the Full Download list provided by the EU-Commission under:
https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/dyna2/emdn/build/2021-09-29_%20EMDN_EUDAMED%20+%20DYNA_v1.1.xlsx.
Please only use EMDN Codes where the table in column F states: “BOTTOM LEVEL YES”
CLASS IIb, implantable products but exempted per Art. 52,4
EMDN Code
MDA / MDN Code
Number of products
15C	CLASS IIb PRODUCTS, implantable
Please identify the MDA/MDN and EMDN Codes (only the code not the description) applicable to your class IIb implantable products, and add a row per different EMDN Code. For further information concerning the EMDN coding please refer to the Full Download list provided by the EU-Commission under:
https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/dyna2/emdn/build/2021-09-29_%20EMDN_EUDAMED%20+%20DYNA_v1.1.xlsx.
Please only use EMDN Codes where the table in column F states: “BOTTOM LEVEL YES”
CLASS IIb, implantable products
EMDN Code
MDA / MDN Code
Number of products
16A	CLASS III PRODUCTS, not implantable
Please identify the MDA/MDN and EMDN Codes (only the code not the description) applicable to your class III non-implantable products, and add a row per different EMDN Code. For further information concerning the EMDN coding please refer to the Full Download list provided by the EU-Commission under:
https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/dyna2/emdn/build/2021-09-29_%20EMDN_EUDAMED%20+%20DYNA_v1.1.xlsx.
Please only use EMDN Codes where the table in column F states: “BOTTOM LEVEL YES”
CLASS III, not implantable products
EMDN Code
MDA / MDN Code
Number of products
16B	CLASS III PRODUCTS, implantable
Please identify the MDA/MDN and EMDN Codes (only the code not the description) applicable to your class III implantable products, and add a row per different EMDN Code. For further information concerning the EMDN coding please refer to the Full Download list provided by the EU-Commission under:
https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/dyna2/emdn/build/2021-09-29_%20EMDN_EUDAMED%20+%20DYNA_v1.1.xlsx.
Please only use EMDN Codes where the table in column F states: “BOTTOM LEVEL YES”
CLASS III, not implantable products
EMDN Code
MDA / MDN Code
Number of products
17	PRODUCT RANGE, further explanations
Do you have any further explanation or remarks concerning the products covered under the MDR?
18	AUDIT EFFORT, impacting factors
Please identify any of the following aspects that may have an effect to the audit effort:
Does the manufacturer install devices on the customer’s premises?
Do logistics involve more than one building where work is carried out, e.g. separate design centre, particular manufacturing conditions?
Is a greater number of staff speaking other language than english or german?
Is the site very large for the number of personnel included in the scope of the audit?
Does the system cover highly complex processes (e.g. software design and validation) or relatively high number of unique activities
Is visiting temporary sites to confirm the activities of the permanent site(s) whose management system is subject to certification required?
Do you perform in-house sterilization activities?
Is the company is already certified by a N.B. according to medical devices directives / MDSAP) ?
Low complexity of activities/ Processes involve a single generic activity?
Identical activities performed on all shifts with appropriate evidence of equivalence performance on all shifts?
Is a significant proportion of staff carrying out a similar simple function?
Does staff include a number of people who work “off location” e.g. sales persons, drivers, service personnel, etc. and can be evidence provided through review of records
Are most of the manufacturing processes outsourced (for all the medical devices included in the audit scope)?
19	TRAINING AND CONSULTANCY
Please identify any training or consultancy that you may have recieved
Have you been supported by a consultant?
Have you received any In-House trainings concerning the Quality Systems or the MDR?
Have you received any In-House trainings trainings provided by a TÜV NORD company?
20	Signature
LEGALLY BINDING SIGNATURE
I, the signatory request TÜV NORD CERT GmbH to prepare a quotation based on the above information.
As a senior official of the company I hereby declare that the above information is, to the best of my knowledge, complete, true and accurate.
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